Challenge

Look at Last Document on Yesterday's Handout:

How did labor unions help make factory conditions better for workers in Europe?

Unions: a group of workers that unite to argue for better conditions.
Spread of Industrial Revolution to Germany, Spain, France, and Italy by 1870.

Iron was invented in Europe.
Rail Roads in Europe
- Spreading all over Europe
- Connecting major industries
- Major cities develop where the RR are

Industrialization in Europe, c. 1850
Group Task

Handouts B, C, & D
• Read the documents.
• Answer the questions on the handout.

Group Roles
Reader - All
Recorder - All
Reporter - 1
Effects of Ind. Rev.
- 1801
Ind. Rev. Not
That big b/c not many cities
- by 1851 - many more
Cities - pop concentrate in
areas where industry is

France
- starts Ind. later than
Europe - but surpasses then
- lab of resources
- build on advances
That already began in Eng. + Germ.
- but produce Eng. US
The Extension of the Railway System in England and Wales, 1845-1914
Steel Production 1870–1910

- Rapidly
- Germany
- Outproduces England (1900)
